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SEVEN OAKS TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION

Message from our SOTA President– Leslie Deck
Back in early October, I began to think about what would be the theme of my President’s message in the winter Acorn
article. At that time my initial thoughts were leading me to write an inspiring and uplifting message – one that would help
ease the membership through the long, dark, cold days of winter.
Unfortunately, having gone through a series of face to face meetings with the Board during the last four months, there
is nothing inspiring or uplifting to write about.
I
t is incumbent upon me, as President and Economic Welfare Chair, to inform all our members of the table team’s fight
to address Seven Oaks Teachers’ salaries, working conditions, and benefits, as reported to Council on January 24th,
2012.
For years, other than a few short months in 2007, teachers in Seven Oaks have continually been paid less than any other teacher in the
city, most often being paid the lowest in the city.
Over the course of the last few years, student enrolment has been increasing by the hundreds each and every year, and as projections
indicate, similar enrolment increases will continue over the next 5-10 years. The implications for teachers’ working conditions cannot be
refuted. Presently, in some schools, teachers do not have a work space to call their own. Many schools have lost their computer labs. Art
rooms and multi-purpose rooms are becoming a thing of the past. In one school, the staff room, for a period of time, was converted to a
music room; in another, the computer lab is currently in the hallway.
With increased enrolment, comes diversity in student population--diversity in socio-economic background, diversity in culture, diversity in
language--with no specialized programming or supports in place to help us meet the needs of our students.
Back in September of 2010, without informing or consulting teachers and parents of Seven Oaks, a three year pilot project - Block funding of
level II students was introduced, “to provide better and more supports” for students with special needs by adopting a resource co-teaching
model. At the 2011 Annual General Meeting, 300 teachers, representing 14,000 teachers, unanimously voted on a motion that opposed
Block Funding. The Association surveyed all its members and found that “better and more supports” were most certainly not happening.
Finally, compared to teachers across the city, our Division has notably the highest percentage of covered teachers on disability and the
highest percentage of teachers receiving Early Intervention. Day in and day out, I receive phone call after phone call, visit after visit, from
members who share with me their story of despair, disillusionment, and frustration with conditions that make it humanly impossible to meet
the needs of all their students.
Taking all these factors into account, and wanting to negotiate a deal that addresses our issues, on January 19, 2012, the table team
presented a significantly pared-down proposal. We acknowledged the established trend of 4-year settlements involving salary increases of
1.5%/1.5% split the first year, and 2%, the following three years.
We once again told the board that they have not addressed teachers’ significant workload issues, benefits or salary. Seven Oaks teachers are the lowest paid in the city; and by accepting the salary offered, would remain the lowest paid. As well, among all the employee
groups within the division, teachers are the only ones that are not having 100% of health plan premiums paid by the division.
In response to our proposal(s), the Board considers the Division’s current K-8 mean class size of 22 to be “reasonable.” The Board has,
therefore, concluded that teachers really don’t have workload issues. Further, the Board states that increases in student enrolment have
impacted administration and not classroom teachers.
The Board’s comments are insulting. We all know they are an inaccurate assessment of the realities teachers in 7oaks are facing.
A negotiation’s meeting was held with the Board on January 31st. The table team went in with yet another revised package. Once again
we addressed all the concerns previously raised: all our members being the lowest paid teachers in the city, all our
members dealing with significant workload issues, all our members paying 50% of the health premiums while all other
employee groups having 100% of premiums paid.
There was no movement from the Board. In fact, what they offered was basically the same as three meetings ago.
To say that we left that meeting dejected, disillusioned, disheartened was an understatement. As all members are
aware, our Arbitration dates are set for June 4th-8th, 2012.

Important Dates:
~February 14th-SOTA Resolutions Mtg– 4:00 BZERC
~February 21st- SOTA Council Meeting
~February 27th-Public Budget Presentation: (7-8 @
West Kildonan Collegiate Library)
~MTS Annual General Meeting– May 23rd-26th

This Edition of the ACORN was compiled and published by :
Catherine Robertson
(ACORN Editor)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Contact Catherine
At OV Jewitt

~May 31st -SOTA Long Service Wine and Cheese

204-633-1714

~June 19th-SOTA Retirement Dinner @ The Gates

catherine.johnson@sotamb.org
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SOTA Fall Wine and Cheese– October 27th, 2011

Thank you to Paul Olson for
bringing greetings on behalf
of the Manitoba Teachers’
Society.
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Leslie Deck greeting our new SOTA
members.

Thank you to our guest speaker,

A quote from Dan Rosin’s Finding

Dr. Dan Rosin, for speaking

Balance:

eloquently about striking balance

“We need to start emphasizing a

in our lives.

balanced approach to living.
Working hard is good, but so is
having a life! We need to stop
judging and criticizing colleagues
who take time to have a life, and
instead we should be giving them
awards.”
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When is a Benefit not a Benefit?

By Jamie Krutkevich Slight

In the course of this incredibly tough round of bargaining, I have chosen to turn my mind to doing the math on the real
cost of our employee/employer cost-shared extended health, vision and dental plan (EHB Plan). Let me preface this entire
article by saying that we have a really good health benefit plan. My issues are not with the plan, but rather with the fact
that it is a condition of employment, regardless of what other coverage you may have.
Having had the EHB Plan used against us at the bargaining table yet again as the reason why we deserve to be paid less
than every other teacher in Winnipeg, I’ve started to wonder if this benefit plan is, in fact, beneficial.
We entered this plan very cautiously in September of 2006. I say cautiously because we did not take the division’s initial
offer of $50 (not 50%), and we also negotiated an opt-out clause. We wanted to make sure that if the plan came to the
point where it was no longer a benefit, we could get out of it.
There are 3 types of EHB Plans commonly available to teachers: voluntary, mandatory, and condition of employment. A voluntary plan means you
can opt in if you like and pay the premium. Mandatory insurance means that you are required to enrol unless you have other insurance (almost
always your spouse’s insurance). But our plan is a condition of employment, meaning all must pay the premium, regardless of whether or not we
have other insurance.
Another factor present in most EHB plans is a single rate and a family rate. Some plans have single, couple and family rates, but they are rare in our
field. Our plan has one rate for all participants.
In 2006, 48% of our membership was enrolled in the voluntary Blue Cross Plan. We did not have vision, nor did we have dental in this plan, and just
to refresh your memory, we paid the entire premium in post-tax dollars.
OK so there’s a bit of the history. Now I need you to trust me to make some assumptions in order for me to be able to do the math. (The numbers
“To catch the reader's attention,
are cumbersome,
butsentence
if you
place an interesting
or like spreadsheets as much as I do, I have posted them on the SOTA website under Collective Agreement.)
quote from the story here.”

Let’s say, for the sake of argument, that since 2006, more of our members want to be in the plan. Let’s assume that 60% of our members today do
not have other insurance coverage and need the EHB. That leaves 40% of our members (320 teachers) paying into a health plan they do not need.
This year alone, that adds up to $348,288 that goes directly from these members’ paycheques into the insurer’s pocket, and that doesn’t take into
account that the division is paying the same amount to the insurer for minimal or no payment of benefits. As I said, it’s a good plan, but only if you
need it.
Employer cost-shared benefits are a pre-tax deduction. You don’t see the cost of your 50% of the premium on your pay stub because it has been
taken off your gross income prior to the tax being calculated. However, it is also taken off your gross income prior to your pension contributions
being calculated. When the rates were low, this was less of a concern, but as our coverage rates climb and our salary does not, I thought it made
sense to crunch the numbers again.
Let’s use a Class V teacher for the sake of brevity (other class level calculations can be found on the website).
If you’re a Class V teacher in 7oaks, your gross salary is less because of the EHB Plan, which you may or may not have opted into, had you been
given the choice. If you need the plan, like I do, this argument is moot. If you don’t need the plan, here’s what you’ll be missing in your retirement.
(Assume Plan B: gross retirement income = 70% of gross working income).

2012

Monthly Pension
Shortfall
$56

2014

$68

2020

$96

2025

$128

2030

$172

Retirement Year

Assumptions:
salary: actual until June 2014; assume 2% increase/year until 2030

EHB Plan: actual until June 2012; assume 6% increase/year until 2030
(since 2006, premiums have increased 24.05%, 11.37%, 6.5%, 6.18% &
6.2%)

I wish that was where the bad news ended. Because we are paid less than our colleagues in Metro Winnipeg, your pension is negatively impacted not only by the EHB plan, but also by making less money.
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Just looking at this 4 year deal that is on the table, your cumulative losses over the course of the 4 years range from $1498 to $8303
when compared to teachers elsewhere in Metro. Here’s the info:
SOTA Cumulative Losses to July 1, 2010 - June 30, 2014
Class IV

Class V

Class VI

Class VII

Louis Riel

$5537

$5904

$6244

$8303

RE-Transcona

$4248

$3777

$3368

$4159

Pembina Trails

$5532

$5899

$6244

$8303

St. James

$1498

$2095

$1755

$4626

I don’t know about you, but I don’t think that the work that I do from 2010-2014 is worth $6244 less than someone else’s. Yet the
Division continues to tell us we are better off than the highest paid teachers in Winnipeg because of the EHB Plan. I beg to differ.
So what does that mean for your pension? It’s not good news.
Here’s the impact of the EHB Plan combined with the reality of being the lowest paid teachers in Metro for a Class V teacher (again,
other calculations can be found on the website):
Monthly Pension Losses due to EHB pre-tax deduction + lowest metro salary
Retirement Year

2014

2020

2025

2030

Louis Riel

$137

$175

$216

$268

RE-Transcona

$112

$147

$184

$234

Pembina Trails

$137

$175

$216

$268

St. James

$92

$125

$160

$207

Just in case it hasn’t sunk in, these are monthly financials. I’m not sure what a few hundred bucks will buy in 2030, but I’m willing to
bet I’ll still want it in my pocket.
As I said in the beginning, this is not about the plan. The plan is fine, and for those of us who need it, it is a reasonable expense.
For those of you who don’t need it, I can only imagine your frustration. Personally, I would rather pay more for a plan that I need
than have my colleagues’ pensions and monthly budgets negatively impacted because they are subsidizing my dental work. It’s just
not right.
Recently your SOTA Executive has started talking to MTS about their Blue Cross plan, which is comparable to or better than ours in
almost all aspects. If we were to switch, we’d be giving up a benefit for some of us. But when it is used against us at the bargaining
table to justify being the lowest paid teachers, I’m not sure it can really be characterized as a benefit.
Based on the math, I think opting out of Equitable Life is a discussion worth having

.

We want to hear from you!
Do you have an idea for the ACORN?
Email catherine.johnson@sotamb.org

www.sotamb.org

ACORN
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The Manitoba Teachers’ Society Annual General Meeting
This year, The Manitoba Teachers’ Society’s Annual General Meeting is slated for May 23rd to May
26th. During this time, Association members will be reviewing/modifying the Society’s (MTS)
“Statement of Policy”. This review/modification is accomplished through resolutions that will
amend, add to, delete (all or a portion of a given policy), or reaffirm an existing policy, to make action
consistent with policy.
There are five categories of Resolutions:
~Constitutional – requesting the government to legislate amendments to a portion of
The Manitoba Teachers’ Society Act.
~Bylaw Changes – to amend existing Society’s policy
~Policy Resolutions – 4 types of policy resolutions
-New Policy
-Amend Existing Policy

“This review/modification
is accomplished through
resolutions that will
amend, add to, delete, or
reaffirm an existing policy.”

-Delete Existing Policy
-Delete and Substitute Policy
~Action – directing the Society to act upon an existing policy. ie) Based on the
Teacher Workload Survey - put forth suggestions to improve workload
~Policy and Action – bring forth a new policy, and requesting related action to occur

PROVINCIAL EXECUTIVE NOMINATIONS INFORMATION
~Five positions to be filled for 2012-2014
~MTS - Deadline for nominations is Monday March 19, 2012

If interested, please contact:
Resolutions Committee Co-Chairs – Joyce Nault @
Leila North or Elisha Dahl @ Victory
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As your table team continues to fight to improve your salaries, benefits and working conditions, I felt it necessary to review some
of our existing working conditions protections we have previously successfully negotiated:
Article 19.01 – Extra Curricular – Participation in extra curricular activities is voluntary. This means that if you’d like to
organize, run, or participate in an extra curricular activity, it is your individual choice. While you may be asked, remember that
you have a choice and that you can say no.
Article 19.02 – Freedom From Violence –We are guaranteed the right to work in a violence free workplace. In addition, current Workplace Safety and Health Legislation offers further legal protection in this area. If you are the victim of violence—verbal, physical, emotional, psychological or sexual—please fill out the Harassment Form that can be found at the following link: http://www.sotamb.org/forms.htm
Article 19.03 – Meal Period: All members are entitled to an uninterrupted meal period between 11:00 and 2:00 p.m. Every
year we remind teachers about how important it is to honour our right to a duty free lunch and to not voluntarily give it away.
Article 19.04 Prep time: This clause speaks both to the length of the instructional day (5 ½ hours for k-8 and 5 ¾ hours for
9-12) and to the minimum number of prep time minutes per 6 day cycle—180 for early years, 240 for middle years, and 300 for
senior years teachers.
With rights come responsibilities. We have a Code of Professional Practice that requires each of us to adhere to our collective
agreement negotiated by our professional organization. By not adhering to our collective agreement we are in violation of the
Code of Professional Practice. We would not want any SOTA member to unwittingly facilitate or enter into such a situation.
For the exact wording and complete information regarding working conditions, please check Article 19 – Working Conditions of
our Collective Agreement at www.sotamb.org.
If you would like to discuss this article or any other aspect of Collective Bargaining and/or Teacher Welfare, please contact me
at sota@mymts.net or 985-6120.

“What we wish for ourselves,
we wish for everyone.”

Reminder to all SOTA members
The form for requesting a transfer and/or change in time factor for the 2012-2013
school year can be found on the Divsional website at the following link:
https://portal.7oaks.org/Departments/HumanResources/Forms/Documents/Request_frm_FE11.pdf

The deadline for submitting the form is March 15th forms are to be sent to the
Board Office, Duane Brothers, Assistant Superintendent - HR
Reminder to all Non-Tenured Teachers
As per the Davison’s policy DBBI, you are to be evaluated twice during your first year of employment
and that record of the these evaluations will be submitted to the Board Office
To read over the details of the Policy follow the link below:
http://www.7oaks.org/Governanceleadership/boardoftrustees/Policies/Policies%20Section%20G/gbbi.pdf

Seven Oaks Teachers’ Association

Over the course of the last few months you may have seen safe Manitoba’s newest prevention campaign SAFE Work Needs Your Voice. The ads show workers
encased in glass cubes and after noticing a newer worker who isn’t working safely, one
worker "breaks out' of his routine to prevent an impending injury to the new co-worker.
The campaign is a “call to action to break through the barriers and actively participate in
workplace safety culture.
SOTA Needs Your Voice - SOTA is calling to action all members to report incidents of
violence and or harassment. The forms listed below can be found on the SOTA website or
by following the link:
http://www.sotamb.org/forms.htm
Workplace Safety and Health Concern Form
Accident Report Form
Divisional Harassment Report Form
Divisional Violent Incident Report Form
Challenging the Request to Perform Medical Procedures

The Manitoba Teachers’ Society is looking for students who exhibit compassion, selfsacrifice, leadership and creativity.
All Manitoba public school students from Kindergarten to Grade 12 are eligible. Past YHA winners have
read to the sick or elderly; raised funds for injured friends, local food banks or women’s shelters; and travelled to foreign countries to dig wells. So, nominate the inspiring students you know.
Nomination forms and everything else you need can be found at :
mbteach.org/yha/yha.html
**Deadline for nominations is 4:00 p.m., Monday, March 5, 2012**

